The relationship between the surface coverage ratio of rosin sizing agents on pulp fiber and the liquid absorption characteristics was examined. The surface coverage ratio of rosin on paper sheets was estimated by the degree of surface carbon atom concentration, which was obtained from the ESCA angle-dependent technique.
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The relationship between the surface coverage ratio of rosin sizing agents on pulp fiber and the liquid absorption characteristics was examined.
The surface coverage ratio of rosin on paper sheets was estimated by the degree of surface carbon atom concentration, which was obtained from the ESCA angle-dependent technique. The Stockigt sizing degree, the rate of change in contact angle with the elapse of time and the magnitude of slope of the line in dynamic contact angle were adopted as the liquid absorption characteristics.
In the case of the emulsion type rosin, the liquid absorption characteristics changed notably by heat treatment in comparison to those in the soap type rosin.
The Stockigt sizing degree increased with the surface coverage ratio, and the rate of change in contact angle 
